
N
eurologists have done an excellent job of raising the public’s awareness about several

conditions that afflict a relatively small segment of the population. Parkinson’s disease,

epilepsy and multiple sclerosis, for instance, are far more rare than diabetes, cancer or

heart disease and yet the public has at least a rudimentary understanding of these con-

ditions. In that light, it seems strange that restless leg syndrome—a disorder affecting

approximately one in 10 Americans—has flown under the public’s radar for so long. Lack of

awareness by the public and, unfortunately, many general practitioners has concealed this con-

dition for years.

Although RLS may not be as detrimental as many other movement disorders, it can sub-

stantially interfere with quality of life by constantly interrupting normal sleep patterns. Sadly,

many people have come to accept this as a way of life even though we now have effective ways

of treating this condition. In this article, we’ll look what we, as practitioners, should know

about this oft-misdiagnosed condition as well as how to treat our patients in accordance with

the existing data.
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Commonly Unknown Problem
Some researchers have dubbed RLS the “most common disor-
der that you’ve never heard of” due to epidemiologic studies
that imply it remains largely undiagnosed. The prevalence rates
vary from seven to 12 percent in the general American popula-
tion, with Caucasian patients more commonly afflicted. Since
RLS is neither life-threatening nor seriously disabling and
manifests predominantly during sleep, many people will not be
motivated to seek medical care. 

However, RLS can have a negative impact on the patient’s
life, largely due to sleep deprivation. The media has been slow
to raise awareness of this condition—perhaps the most atten-
tion it ever received was as a plot point on Seinfeld several years
ago—so we as physicians must find out if our patients are suf-
fering from RLS through careful questioning, even of patients
who present for unrelated or tangentially related conditions.

Start by asking the patient if he or she has trouble maintain-
ing restful sleep or if sleep is sometimes interrupted, if there is
any pain or tingling sensation in the legs, and if he or she expe-
riences trouble breathing during sleep. Following those ques-
tions, you can also ask if anyone else in the family suffers from
RLS, since approximately 50 percent of patients have a family
member with this condition, or if the patient experiences peri-
odic limb movements while awake. It may also help to ask the
patient’s spouse or partner if the patient kicks at night during
sleep.

The essential features of RLS are as follows:
• An urge to move the legs is present, usually accompanied

or caused by uncomfortable and unpleasant sensations in the
legs. Sometimes, the urge to move is present without the dis-
comfort. Occasionally, the arms or other body parts are in-
volved in addition to the legs.

• The urge to move or unpleasant sensations begin or wors-
en during periods of rest or inactivity, such as lying or sitting.

• The urge to move or unpleasant sensations are partially or
totally relieved by movement, such as walking or stretching, at
least as long as the activity continues.

• The urge to move or unpleasant sensations are worse in
the evening or night than during the day, or only occur in the
evening or night. When symptoms are very severe, the worsen-
ing at night may not be noticeable but must have been previ-
ously present.

Beyond eliciting this information from the patient, there is
at present no good way to objectively demonstrate the presence
of RLS. A sleep study could be helpful but would focus more
on the sleep aspect and less on the muscular involvement. It is
also important to screen for other possible pathologies, such as

an iron deficiency, even though these are often rare. If the
patient appears to have this condition, a rating scale can help
you quantify how severe the symptoms are. 

The Root of the Problem
Lest one think we are being unfair to practitioners by saying
this condition is largely unknown among the medical commu-
nity, we should note that the research community has not given
clinicians many firm answers about RLS. Its pathophysiology
remains a mystery, and although major susceptibility loci in
three chromosomes have been identified, there is no evidence
of a candidate gene. There have been attempts to link RLS to
Parkinson’s disease by showing that those who are susceptible
to one often develop the other. However, the pooled data in
this area are still unconvincing, even though both conditions
do respond to dopaminergic agents which supports the idea of
dopaminergic dysfunction. 

Still other studies have identified an inverse relationship
between symptom severity and serum ferritin levels (<40-
50ng/dl), and a decrease in ferritin levels along with an increase
in transferrin levels in the cerebrospinal fluid of patients with
RLS compared to controls. This lends support to the theory
that iron could act as a co-factor for tyrosine hydroxylase, the
rate-limiting enzyme for dopamine synthesis 

Although origins of the problem may be unclear, noting
when the symptoms occur is crucial, as this will allow you to
differentiate between primary and secondary RLS. The onset of
symptoms in primary RLS is more insidious and occurs at an
earlier age, usually before the patient’s 40th birthday. Patients
with primary RLS are also more likely to have affected family
members than either the general population or even those
patients with the secondary forms of RLS. 

In contrast, secondary RLS is associated with other under-
lying conditions, such as pregnancy, peripheral neuropathy,
end-stage renal disease and iron deficiency, or with exposure to
certain medications such as dopamine-blocking agents and
dopamine-depleting agents. In these cases, the movements are
a symptom of another condition that should be treated.
Treating the primary condition will lead to improvement in
RLS syndrome, which may not resolve completely but will
improve. 

Stopping the Unstoppable
The goal of RLS treatment is to minimize associated symptoms
and increase normal functioning, thereby improving overall
quality of life. Based on a review of the medical literature and
expert opinion, the Medical Advisory Board of the Restless

         



Legs Syndrome Foundation developed an algorithm for man-
aging RLS, which is available in PDF format from the web site
of the Mayo Clinic Proceedings at www.mayo.edu/proceed-
ings. 

There are a few non-pharmacologic options we should con-
sider before reaching for the prescription pad. First, during the
clinical interview, check for anything that would cause
decreased iron stores, including frequent blood donation. If
serum ferritin levels are found to be <45ng/dl, you may want
to treat the iron deficiency with oral supplements of 325mg of
ferrous sulfate three times daily and 100-200mg vitamin C to
enhance absorption. Serum ferritin levels should be followed at
three- to six-month intervals until iron therapy is discontin-
ued. 

It’s also important to evaluate the patient’s current medica-
tion regimen for anything that may cause or worsen symptoms
of RLS. Be sure to find out the patient’s recent history of cof-
fee, alcohol and nicotine use; all have been linked to RLS
symptoms. 

When pharmacologic therapy is warranted, there are sever-
al points a physician should keep in mind. Patients will likely
need these treatments for the rest of their lives. Treating the
comorbid conditions may alter the treatments you prescribe
for RLS. To keep control over the adverse effects and monitor
efficacy, it may be best to initiate the drugs at the lowest possi-
ble dosage and gradually titrate them upwards; in fact, off-label
drugs are often given at lower doses for RLS than for their indi-
cated use. However, intractable cases may need more than one

drug, and effective long-term therapy may prove difficult. 
At present there is only one FDA-approved drug for RLS,

ropinirole HCl (Requip). The combined clinical experience of
movement disorder specialists suggests that any dopaminergic
agent is suitable as a first-line therapy for moderate to severe
RLS that does not respond to nonpharmacologic intervention.
In addition to Requip, the medications studied most thor-
oughly for use in RLS include the nonergot derivatives
pramipexole dihydrochloride (Mirapex) and the ergot deriva-
tive pergolide mesylate (Permax). Recent reports of cardiac
valvulopathy appearing in patients taking pergolide may limit
the use of ergot derivatives. 

Cabergoline is commonly used in Europe but in the United
States is only labeled for treatment of hyperprolactinemia. The
rotigotine transdermal patch, a new medication being devel-
oped for Parkinson’s disease, may also prove effective in RLS.
The data are favorable but the drug has not reached marketing
approval at this time; however, researchers anticipate its even-
tual use. 

Levodopa combined with a decarboxylase inhibitor (typi-
cally carbidopa in the United States) is effective in relieving the
sensory and motor symptoms of RLS. However, because of its
short half-life and the potential for augmentation to occur at
higher doses (in up to 80 percent of patients), levodopa is typ-
ically reserved for those patients who have intermittent or very
occasional symptoms of RLS that require treatment. 

Caution patients who experience symptom augmentation
while taking a dopaminergic medication not to increase the
medication dose. Rather, the patient should return to the pre-
scribing physician for follow-up consultation. The treatment of
augmentation may involve adjusting the timing or the dose of
the medication or switching to another agent.

To determine whether or not augmentation is present, ask
the patient if there is a relationship between the time of med-
ication intake and symptom intensity. Another key feature of
augmentation is the spreading of sensation to previously unin-
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Table 2. Dopaminergic Agents for RLS
Drug Starting dose (mg) Therapeutic range Half-life (hours) Side effects
Nonergot derivatives: N/V; sedation; OH, peripheral edema
• Pramipexole 0.125 0.25-1.0 8-12
• Ropinirole 0.25 0.5-4.0 6
Ergot derivatives: N/V; sedation; OH 
• Cabergoline 0.25 0.5-4.0 63-69 Headache
• Pergolide 0.025 0.5-1.0 12-27 Nasal congestion; cardiac valvulopathy 
Dopamine precursors: Augmentation; N/V; headache
• Carbidopa/levodopa 12.5/50 12.5/50-75/300 1.5-2.0
• Carbidopa/levodopa CR 25/100 25/100-100/400 3-8
N/V refers to nausea and vomiting; OH, orthostatic hypotension; CR, continuous release.

Table 1. Commonly Encountered Conditions 
in the Differential Diagnosis of RLS
• Akathisia • Polyneuropathy
• Intermittent claudication • Positional discomfort
• Nocturnal leg cramps • Radiculopathy
• Pathophysiologic insomnia • Tardive dyskinesia
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volved parts of the body. Those showing signs of augmentation
may experience less effect from treatment than the initial
response, have symptoms occur at least two hours earlier than
what was typical before initiating the therapy, experience less
time between the onset of quiescence to symptom onset, and
may begin to experience periodic limb movements even while
awake.

Benzodiazepines may also improve sleep and reduce arousals
due to periodic limb movements of sleep, although they would
be less effective in eliminating motor and sensory abnormali-
ties. These are used most often for mild or intermittent RLS
and may be combined with dopaminergic agents in the man-
agement of severe RLS symptoms.

Opioids are another option. In clinical studies with small
sample sizes, opioid use has been shown to alleviate paresthe-
sias or dysesthesias, motor restlessness and associated sleep dis-
turbances. Due to its adverse effect profile, this class of medica-
tion is typically reserved for patients with severe unrelenting
symptoms of RLS.

Anticonvulsants are also being studied. Of these, carba-
mazepine and gabapentin have been used most often in the
treatment of RLS; gabapentin is particularly useful for patients
who describe their symptoms as painful. It appears to be effec-
tive in reducing the symptoms and is generally well tolerated,
but there are limited data for its use in this setting. 

Restless Advocates
With an increased awareness of this commonly occurring yet
uncommonly diagnosed condition—and a better understand-
ing of the pros and cons of potential treatments—physicians
can easily recognize RLS and improve the quality of life for
millions with this condition. As our understanding grows, so
should the public’s awareness. We should do what we can to
screen for this condition in patients and let them know that
our expertise is not limited to progressive illnesses. 

As public understanding grows, so may our treatment
options. This is a large, virtually untapped market for the phar-
maceutical industry. Existing medications for Parkinson’s or
epilepsy can be repurposed to treat RLS with relative ease.
These will be the kinds of medical breakthroughs that will help
millions of people sleep better at night and function more fully
throughout the day. PN
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